Year 10 Maths Intermediate
Knowledge Booklet
Term 1
Name:
Name:

Class:
Class:

rder Unit
Order

Links

Pre-requisite skills

1

Integers, powers & roots

2

Lines, angles & shape

3

Simplifying & substituting Unit 1

Using powers, listing factors, understanding product / sum.

4

Area and perimeter

Unit 2

Forming expressions for area/perimeter algebraically through
use of brackets, correct notation and simplifying expressions.

5

Calculations & Accuracy

Unit 1

Understanding numbers.

6

Construction and LOCI
FDP

Unit 1
2

Measuring
Using
powers,
angles
understanding
for bearings,
lowest
parallel
common
line angle
multiples.
facts.

7
7

Unit 1
Unit 3/5

8
8

Sequences,
functions and
FDP
graphs
Sequences, functions and
Ratio
graphs& Proportion

9

Ratio & Proportion
Transformations

Unit 2/7
1/7

10
11

Pythagoras and
Transformations
Trigonometry
Pythagoras and
Forming and solving
Trigonometry

Unit 3/5
Unit 1/6

Unit 1/2/3/4/5
2/8
Unit 3/4
1/2/3/4/5

Substituting into a function applying BIDMAS to calculate
Using powers, understanding lowest common multiples.
coordinates, factorising for roots of quadratics, understanding
powers
and all
with negatives.
Substituting
into4 aoperations
function applying
BIDMAS to calculate
Decimals/powers
as
multipliers,
calculating/understanding
coordinates, factorising for roots of quadratics, understanding
fractions
as parts.
powers and
all 4 operations with negatives.
Decimals/powers
Identifying
90/180/270
as multipliers,
degrees, plotting
calculating/understanding
mirror lines of basic
fractions as parts.
functions.
Powers/surds,
Identifying
90/180/270
types ofdegrees,
triangles,plotting
use in area/perimeter
mirror lines of basic
problems
functions.
to
find required lengths, rounding answers.
Powers/surds,
Properties
of 2dtypes
shapes,
of triangles,
angle facts
useincluding
in area/perimeter
polygonsproblems
& parallel
to findalgebraic
lines,
required notation
lengths, rounding
and simplifying,
answers.
forming expressions.
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12

Forming and solving
Measures

13
13

Measures
Unit 1/7
Volume and Surface area Unit 4/5/12

14
14

Volume and Surface area Unit 4/5/13
Probability
Unit 1/6

15

Probability
Inequalities

Unit 11/7/5/6
1/7

16

Statistics
Inequalities

Unit 1/8/15
12/8/5/7

17

Statistics

Unit 1/6/9/16

Homework 1 Due
Homework 2 Due
Homework 3 Due

Unit 1/6
3/4

Calculating,ofmultiplying
Properties
2d shapes,decimals
angle facts
andincluding
powers of
polygons
10 for metric
& parallel
lines, algebraic notation and simplifying, forming expressions.
conversions.
Area
of 2d shapes,
rounding/calculating
with bounds,
Calculating,
multiplying
decimals and powers
of 10 forconversion
metric
of
units (length/area/volume), calculating missing sides using
conversions.
Pythagoras/
trigonometry.
Area
of 2d shapes,
rounding/calculating with bounds, conversion
of units (length/area/volume), calculating missing sides using
Types of numbers, calculating with fractions & decimals.
pythagoras/ trigonometry.
Solving equations, rounding, plotting graphs for regions,
Types of numbers, calculating with fractions & decimals.
calculating with fractions.
Using
protractor for
pie charts,
proportion
Solvinga equations,
rounding,
plotting
graphstoforcalculate
regions,angles
for
a pie chart,
of inequality symbols for recording data.
calculating
withuse
fractions.
Using a protractor for pie charts, proportion to calculate angles
for a pie chart, use of inequality symbols for recording data.

Overview

Learning Objective

Topic: Integers, Powers
and Roots

- Convert from ordinary
to standard form. Both
positive & negative
powers.

- Calculate with standard index form.
Multiplication.

- Know that n1/2 = √n
and n1/3 = ³√n for any
positive number n.

- Calculate with
- Convert from Standard standard form. Division.
What’s the same and
form to ordinary
- Calculate with
what’s different about 3 numbers.
standard form. Addition
x 106 and 3 x 10-6?
- Know that (ab)c = abc
- Calculate in standard
Convince me that √72 =
form. Subtraction.
6√2
- Use index notation for
- Explain why w3 x w5 =
negative integer
w8
indices.

- Use index notation and
index laws for simple
fractional powers such
as 163/4.

Topic: Lines, angles and - Recognise tangents,
shapes
arcs, sectors and
segments of circles.

- Use the tangent/radius
properties of a circle.

Big Questions

Big Questions
- Which of these shapes
are congruent?
- Show me an example
of two triangles which
are similar but not
congruent.
- Can two triangles be
congruent if they are
not also similar?
Topic: Simplifying and
substituting

Big Questions

- Expand and simplify
- Expand quadratics
- Interpret basis
functions.

List all the factors of 24 / - Factorise quadratics in
13 / 60
the form ax² + bx + c = 0
where a = 1.
What is x multiplied by
x ?
- Recognise and
factorise the difference
What is 2x multiplied by
of two squares.
2x ?
- Can you have a
negative square root?
- What is a quadratic

- Congruent triangles
and formal geometrical
proofs.

- Simplify surds to the
form a√b
-multiplying surds

- Apply circle theorems.

a² + a² = 2a² BUT a² x a² =

Remember
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